
Unveiling the Secrets of Alice, Sweet Alice:
From Script to Silver Screen
Prologue

Welcome to the captivating world of Alice, Sweet Alice, a cinematic
masterpiece that has haunted audiences for generations. This article
delves into the intricate journey of this 1976 psychological thriller, exploring
its genesis from a written script to its haunting portrayal on the silver
screen. Join us as we uncover the secrets behind the making of this iconic
film.

The Genesis: A Script Filled with Suspense

The story of Alice, Sweet Alice originates from the mind of writer and
director Alfred Sole. Influenced by the works of Alfred Hitchcock, Sole
crafted a compelling script that intertwined elements of suspense, mystery,
and religious symbolism.
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The script centered around Alice, a young, innocent girl living in a small,
devout Catholic community. Her idyllic existence is shattered when her
older sister Karen is brutally murdered during her First Holy Communion.
Alice becomes a prime suspect, and suspicion looms over her as she
struggles to navigate the aftermath of the tragedy.

Casting: The Search for Alice and Beyond

Finding the perfect actress to embody the titular role proved to be a crucial
step in bringing the script to life. Sole auditioned numerous young
actresses before finally discovering Brooke Shields. At just twelve years
old, Shields possessed an uncanny ability to convey both innocence and a
sense of otherworldly mystery.

The film also featured a talented supporting cast, including Linda Miller as
Karen, Mildred Clinton as Alice's devout mother, and Ruth Atkinson as her
stern grandmother. Each actor brought their unique flair to their roles,
adding depth and complexity to the characters.

Filming: A Haunting Atmosphere

The film's production crew worked meticulously to create an eerie and
unsettling atmosphere. The locations, including a dilapidated church and a
desolate orphanage, were chosen for their haunting aesthetics.

Cinematographer Robert Surtees employed innovative camerawork, often
using long takes and lingering close-ups to heighten the tension. The film's
use of natural lighting and muted colors further contributed to its unsettling
ambiance.

Music: The Power of Score



The film's haunting score, composed by Paul Chihara, played a pivotal role
in creating its unsettling mood. Chihara's dissonant and ethereal melodies
perfectly complemented the film's visuals, amplifying its sense of suspense
and dread.

The title song, "Alice, Sweet Alice," performed by John Williams, became
an instant classic, perfectly capturing the film's blend of innocence and
darkness.

Post-Production: The Final Touches

In the post-production phase, editor William H. Reynolds worked tirelessly
to craft a cohesive and suspenseful narrative. The film's pacing was
carefully calibrated, building tension with each passing moment.

Sound designer James Wolvington meticulously crafted a soundscape that
added another layer of unsettling atmosphere to the film. The use of eerie
wind chimes, creaking doors, and distant whispers created a palpable
sense of unease.

Critical Reception and Legacy

Upon its release, Alice, Sweet Alice received mixed reviews from critics.
Some praised its atmospheric and suspenseful qualities, while others
criticized its pacing and melodramatic elements. However, the film's
reputation has grown over the years, gaining a cult following among horror
and thriller enthusiasts.

Alice, Sweet Alice is widely regarded as a classic of the genre, notable for
its haunting imagery, unsettling score, and provocative themes. It continues



to be screened and studied by scholars and enthusiasts alike, ensuring its
legacy as a timeless masterpiece.

The journey of Alice, Sweet Alice from script to screen was a meticulous
process that involved a talented cast and crew, a well-crafted script, and an
innovative approach to filmmaking. The result was a haunting and
unforgettable cinematic experience that continues to captivate and disturb
audiences to this day. Join the legions of fans who have succumbed to the
allure of Alice, Sweet Alice, and lose yourself in its gripping tale of
innocence, darkness, and the secrets that lie beneath.
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Emergence First Colony: a Ken Lozito
Masterpiece
Nestled amidst the pristine coastal landscapes of Boynton Beach,
Florida, Emergence First Colony stands as a testament to the visionary...
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Home
Prologue: The Call of the Open Road In the heart of every traveler lies a
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